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Welcome to the November 2015
PD Quarterly!
by James G. Leipold, NALP Executive Director
“The great unaddressed flaw in the
American lawyer licensing system,”
asserts Jordan Furlong in our opening
article this month, “is the lack of an
articulated, measurable, and proven
standard of new lawyer competence.” In
his thought-provoking article, Furlong
shares competence standards from Great
Britain and Canada and raises important questions about
the opportunities for — and responsibility of — lawyer PD
professionals to become involved in creating a principled
competence framework to underlie the bar admission process.
Turning to practical strategies you can implement immediately,
Steve Hughes offers 13 tactics for getting your lawyers to
attend in-house training, and Chris Boyd and Mara Nickerson
follow with an article on 11 ways PD and KM can join forces to
enhance lawyer performance. Sandee Magliozzi then steps back
and suggests that in today’s legal landscape we sometimes need
less emphasis on “best practices” and more emphasis on “next
practices.” Rounding out this issue is an article by Mark Roellig
and Lori Lorenzo on the training needs of in-house lawyers,
their evolving role, the University of Colorado Law School’s
innovative Corporate Counsel Intensive Institute — and why it
is in the interests of both law schools and law firms to become
more involved in training in-house lawyers.
I encourage you to learn more about becoming a contributor
to a future edition at www.nalp.org/uploads/ForPDQauthors.
pdf. I also invite you to contact me (jleipold@nalp.org) or Janet
Smith (jsmith@nalp.org) to share your comments or let us
know what you want to see in future issues of PD Quarterly.
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Have We Gone TFARR, or Not Far
Enough? The Search for Lawyer
Competence Standards
by Jordan Furlong
The absence of formal indicia of competence for new American lawyers is potentially
disastrous. We have both the opportunity and the responsibility to create a principled
competence framework to underlie the bar admission process.

The State Bar of California triggered a wave of debate and
controversy last November when its Board of Trustees unanimously adopted the Final Report of the Task Force on Admissions Regulation Reform (TFARR). The principal outcome of
TFARR’s three-year examination of bar admissions in California was to recommend three new requirements:
1. A pre-admission requirement that applicants (a) complete
15 units of “experiential course work” during law school
or (b) participate in a “Bar-approved externship, clerkship
or apprenticeship,” either during or after law school, that
would generate equivalent work.
2. A requirement, to be fulfilled either before or after
admission, that lawyers devote 50 hours to serving “pro
bono or modest means clients … under the supervision and
guidance of a licensed practitioner or a judicial officer.”
3. A post-admission requirement that new lawyers attend
10 additional hours of continuing education (beyond that
mandated for all lawyers), which can be satisfied either
through CLE courses “specifically focused on law practice
competency” or participation in a “mentoring program.”
Input into TFARR’s deliberations was extensive during the
consultation phase, and the final report was the result of
compromises among numerous stakeholder perspectives — not
surprising, considering the strongly held views of the people

and groups who work in this area. Currently, the recommendations and new requirements are in the hands of the California
Supreme Court, with implementation of each stage scheduled
throughout 2015-2017.
Controversy has not, for the most part, attended the second
and third recommendations. Fifty hours of mandatory pro
bono work for new lawyers is modeled on a similar requirement
in New York, although California has modified this rule to
include “discounted” legal services provided to clients of “modest means.” Similarly, no one seems too exercised about the
additional 10 hours of competence-related MCLE, although the
effectiveness of this requirement hinges on the effectiveness of
MCLE as a whole, something about which I’ve expressed deep
reservations in the past.
It’s the first recommendation, however — 15 units of “experiential course work” in law school or its equivalent in external
apprenticeship-style activity — that has touched nerves,
especially within the legal academy. In August, a letter was
issued by the Deans Steering Committee of the Association
of American Law Schools (AALS) criticizing this recommendation as unduly restrictive of student choice in law school
curricula. This was in opposition to another letter, approving
the recommendations, written by the executive committee of
the AALS Section of Clinical Legal Education. (The Deans’
letter may have resulted from a misinterpretation based on an
earlier draft of the report.) One observer has argued that in fact,
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the new requirements will increase student choice by obliging
law schools to expand their curricula into newer, more practical
areas strongly desired by students seeking to maximize their
employability.
What I find most noteworthy about TFARR’s recommendations, however, is not what they say, but what they do not.

Defining Lawyer Competence
TFARR’s mandate was to “examine whether a program of
training requirements focusing on competency and professionalism for new lawyers should be adopted in California.”
But nowhere in the report or its associated materials can I find
a statement or definition of exactly what is meant by “competence.” If what we want to produce through these changes is a
new lawyer who is competent to practice, it would be helpful to
know what that lawyer’s skill set looks like. How do we really
know if a new lawyer is “competent”?

•
•
•
•

Trial practice
Professional civility and applied ethics
Law clinics, including classroom component
Legal externships, including classroom component

That’s an impressive list, and I’m particularly happy to see
topics such as project management and predictive coding make
the cut. (A similar list is provided for externship and apprenticeship opportunities.) I hope other bars follow California’s
excellent lead in this regard.
But while these guidelines are helpful in understanding what
a competent new lawyer in California should look like, they’re
not determinative in and of themselves. They tell us where to
look, but not what we’re looking for. This requirement is a kind
of a back-handed, indirect statement of new lawyer competence. “A competent lawyer is one who will have taken courses
in these areas.”

A list of course topics is a
competence input. What is the
required competence outcome?

TFARR’s report specifies that the 15 practice-based, experiential law school units are designed to “develop law practice
competency.” The report goes on to suggest that courses that
will meet the competency training requirement include, but are
not limited to, the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oral presentation and advocacy
Interviewing
Counseling
Client service and business development
Negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and other ADR methods
Advanced legal research and writing
Applied legal writing
Cultural competency
Collaboration or project management
Financial analysis
Cost/benefit analysis in administrative agencies
Use of technology, data analyses, or predictive coding
Business strategy and behavior
Pre-trial preparation and fact investigation

That’s fine, as far as it goes. But what really matters to clients
is not whether a lawyer has been exposed to certain topics, but
whether he or she has learned how to competently perform
the essential elements of basic lawyering. Familiarity with a
concept is merely one component of competence: it does not
constitute standalone competence itself. A list of course topics is a competence input. What is the required competence
outcome?
I’ve had difficulty locating a binding statement of lawyer
competence outcomes or standards within the American legal
system. The American Bar Association (ABA), for its part,
addresses the issue of competence in the 2013 report of its
Task Force on The Future of Legal Education. This is a lengthy
and multi-faceted document, and chief among its concerns is
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facilitating the transformation of law schools into entities that
will prepare students to practice law. Under a section heading
“Skills and Competencies,” for example, the report states as an
“elementary fact” that “the principal purpose of law school is
to prepare individuals to provide law-related services.” And in
a foreshadowing of California’s 15-credit proposal, the ABA
passed a rule requiring that law school graduates complete at
least six credit hours of hands-on, practical skills classes.
But while the ABA report makes multiple references to both
“competencies” and “standards” for legal practice, its primary
focus is on law schools and legal education. The only directive
in the report related to practitioner competence is the fourth
of six recommendations directed to state supreme courts, state
bars, and regulators of lawyers and law practice: “Establish uniform national standards for admission to practice as a lawyer.”
Stop and think about that for a moment. Doesn’t it seem a
little strange that no such national standards exist? And that
the ABA, the foremost national organization for the American
legal profession, is asking local bars and courts to create such
standards — to take on the job as a kind of rainy-day project?

graduates is like asking a horse to give milk: its internal mechanisms are not designed to generate that outcome. Law schools
are complex institutions, highly resistant to change, that have
been doing one thing (teaching law and granting law degrees)
for decades, if not centuries. They are simply not set up to be
practical training grounds for 21st-century lawyers, and they
cannot be retooled on the fly to become so. The issue of whether
law schools ought, as a matter of principle, to train new lawyers
is secondary to the issue of whether, as a matter of simple
practicality, they can do so effectively within the tight timelines
our profession needs to meet.
The second and more problematic premise is that “new lawyer
competence” apparently does not require or is not susceptible
to specific definition. Like the famous definition of obscenity,
one evidently knows it when one sees it — which is to say, it’s
not a definition at all. Neither the California Bar nor the ABA
has pointed, in its recent reports, to a definitive, authoritative
statement of what constitutes new lawyer competence standards for lawyers. That might be because there isn’t one.

In place of a rational and robust
competence assessment program, the
legal profession invokes a collection of
habits, assumptions, and crossed fingers.

The Absence of Competence Standards
It seems to me that efforts such as these by the California Bar
and the ABA, admirable and helpful as they certainly are,
proceed from a couple of questionable premises.
The first premise is that law schools bear the primary responsibility for providing practical skills training to incoming
lawyers, and that such courses should be mandatory for new
lawyers to a greater or lesser degree. This aligns with the
conventional wisdom that law schools are to blame for the
well-known competence shortcomings of their graduates. I’m
generally happy to pile on to any gang-tackle of traditional legal
education, but I think it misses the point here.
Law schools produce law school graduates — and that’s really
all they can do. Asking a law school to produce practice-ready

The great unaddressed flaw in the American lawyer licensing
system, it seems to me, is the lack of an articulated, measurable, and proven standard of new lawyer competence. The legal
profession has not established, to a degree that would satisfy a
skeptic from outside the legal world, that the present conditions
of Bar admission are based upon a principled and defensible
package of knowledge, skill, and judgment specifically chosen
and calibrated to ensure that a new lawyer can render basic professional service. In place of a rational and robust competence
assessment program, the legal profession invokes a collection of
habits, assumptions, and crossed fingers.
In defense of its current practices, the Bar might point to its
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existing educational institutions and licensing processes and
say, “These have produced many generations of fine lawyers in
the past; they must be reliable indicators of competence.” But
this is like saying building codes or medical procedures dating
to the 1950s or earlier should automatically be considered fit for
purpose today. Engineers and doctors constantly re-evaluate
their existing practices in light of new developments or clearer
understandings of how the world works. They assiduously
revise their standards of competent practice in this light, simply
as a matter of professional integrity. Lawyers, by contrast, seem
hard-pressed even to describe the profile of a competent new
lawyer in concrete, objective, measurable terms.

and Québec Notaries.” The National Competency Profile,
according to the Federation, was developed with input from law
society leaders and practitioners across the country and was
validated through a national lawyer survey to ensure it accurately reflected the knowledge, skills, and abilities required for
new lawyers to practice competently. The National Competency
Profile has now been adopted by all 13 law societies, subject to
the ongoing development and approval of a plan for implementation.

This is a problem in many different dimensions. It’s a problem
for new lawyers thrown into the deep end of the pool with
the educational equivalent of a rudimentary dog paddle. It’s
a problem for law firms that hire recent graduates and must
invest time, effort, and money into the experience and training
required to bring these graduates up to market standards. But it
might be the biggest problem of all for lawyer regulators, whose
regulatory authority rests in no small part on the presumption
that their practices and procedures ensure competent new practitioners. In the absence of articulated and testable standards
of initial lawyer competence, could regulators really prove that
they are protecting the best interests of clients and the public?

1. Substantive Legal Knowledge

This absence of formal indicia of competence for new American
lawyers, or of a national system to establish and eventually
monitor such standards, is potentially disastrous. Other jurisdictions, however, have successfully taken steps to elaborate
upon what is meant by “competence” for new lawyers. Their
examples might be instructive for the United States.

Lawyer Competence in Canada
In 2012, the National Admission Standards Project of the
Federation of Law Societies of Canada (the umbrella group
representing the 13 self-regulating law societies that govern the
country’s legal profession) produced a landmark document: a
“National Entry to Practice Competency Profile for Lawyers

Here is a brief précis of the FLSC’s National Competency
Profile.

All applicants are required to demonstrate a general understanding of the core legal concepts applicable to the practice of
law in Canada in the following areas:
• The Canadian legal system (too many examples to list here).
• Canadian substantive law (too many examples to list here).
• Ethics and professionalism.
• Practice management: client development, time management,
and task management.
2. Skills
All applicants are required to demonstrate that they possess the
following skills:
• Ethics and professionalism skills: Identifying ethical issues
and problems, engaging in critical thinking about ethical
issues, and making informed and reasoned decisions about
ethical issues.
• Oral and written communication skills, including (among
others) using language suitable to the purpose of the
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communication and the intended audience, eliciting
information from clients and others, and obtaining
instructions.

billing and collection systems.
• Establishing client relationship: Interview potential client,
confirm who is being represented, assess client’s capacity,
confirm who will be providing instructions, draft retainer/
engagement letter, document client consent/instructions, and
discuss and set fees and retainer.

• Analytical skills, including (among others) identifying
client’s goals and objectives, identifying relevant facts and
legal, ethical, and practical issues, and assessing possible
courses of action and range of likely outcomes.

• Conducting matter (too many examples to list here)
• Research skills: Conducting factual, legal, and procedural
research, including (among others) identifying legal issues
and using techniques of legal reasoning and argument, such
as case analysis and statutory interpretation, to analyze legal
issues.
• Client relationship management skills, including (among
others) establishing and maintaining client confidence,
managing client expectations throughout the retainer, and
advising client in light of client’s circumstance.

• Concluding retainer: Address outstanding client concerns
and draft exit/reporting letter.
• Draft pleading, draft court order, prepare or respond to
motion or application, interview and brief witness, conduct
simple hearing or trial before an adjudicative body.
• Prepare list of documents or an affidavit of documents,
request and produce/disclose documents, and draft brief.

• Practice management skills: Managing time (including
prioritizing and managing tasks and tracking deadlines),
delegating tasks and providing appropriate supervision,
managing files (including opening/closing files, checklist
development, and file storage/destruction), managing
finances (including trust accounting), and managing
professional responsibilities (including ethical, licensing, and
other professional responsibilities).
3. Tasks
All applicants are required to demonstrate that they can perform the following tasks:
• Ethics, professionalism, and practice management: Identify
and resolve ethical issues, use client conflict management
systems, identify need for independent legal advice, use time
tracking, limitation reminder, and bring-forward systems,
use systems for trust and general accounting, use systems
for client records and files, use practice checklists, and use

• (For Québec notaires) Conduct basic commercial
transaction, conduct basic real property transaction,
incorporate company, register partnership, draft corporate
resolution, maintain corporate records, draft basic will, draft
personal care directive, and draft powers of attorney.
(For an even earlier, and arguably more exacting, lawyer
competence framework emerging from Canada, consult the
Professional Legal Training Course created by the Law Society
of British Columbia back in 1984.)
It’s worth noting that Canada also imposes upon its new
lawyers the requirement of a one-year “articling” apprenticeship with a law firm or veteran practitioner from whom they
can “learn the ropes” of practice before admittance. But even
articling, once regarded as a sufficient proxy for skills training,
is becoming subject to strict competence standards. This past
June, in conjunction with the FLSC’s Competency Profile, the
Law Society of Alberta rolled out a new education plan that
requires would-be lawyers to develop five key competencies by
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the end of their articling terms:
1. Ethics and professionalism: Act ethically and professionally
in accordance with the standard set by the Law Society of
Alberta Code of Conduct.
2. Practice management: Effectively manage time, files,
finances, and professional responsibilities, as well as
delegate tasks and provide appropriate supervision.
3. Client relationship management: Effectively manage client
relationships.
4. Conducting matters: Conduct a range of matters handled by
lawyers on a regular basis.
5. Adjudication/ADR: Identify core elements of a dispute
and resolve disputes through use of alternative dispute
resolution or adjudication.

competencies that the SRA requires from all solicitors. The
statement of legal knowledge sets out the knowledge that solicitors are required to demonstrate at the point of qualification.
The threshold standard is an ingenious chart (see next page)
that sets out, with comparative levels above and below, the level
at which the competencies in the competence statement should
be performed upon qualification as a solicitor.
The Competence Statement itself, however, merits our closest
attention here. Like Canada’s Competency Profile, the SRA’s
Competence Statement describes in detail the minimum abilities that solicitors should be able to demonstrate. Following is a
condensed summary.
A. Ethics, professionalism, and judgment
• Act honestly and with integrity, in accordance with legal and
regulatory requirements and the SRA Handbook and Code of
Conduct, including recognizing ethical issues and exercising
effective judgment in addressing them.

These standards do not just underscore the importance of
skills development and basic task mastery for new Canadian
lawyers and Québec notaires. They constitute a binding statement of minimum performance expectations: a new lawyer
should be able to do X, Y, and Z before admission to the bar.
Rather than provide an inventory of practical areas to which a
new lawyer should have been exposed during law school, this
approach assigns a measurable set of knowledge, skill, and task
performance targets to the new lawyer and gives the admissions authority a knowledge and performance standard against
which to decide whether entrance to the profession should be
granted to this person.

Lawyer Competence in Great Britain
This past March, the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA)
in Great Britain published a Competence Statement for its
members. Made up of three parts (a statement of solicitor
competence, a threshold standard, and a statement of legal
knowledge), the Competence Statement defines the continuing

• Maintain the level of competence and legal knowledge
needed to practice effectively, including maintaining an upto-date understanding of relevant law, policy, and practice,
and adapting practice to address developments in the
delivery of legal services.
• Work within the limits of their competence and the
supervision they need, including disclosing when work is
beyond their personal capability, and recognizing when
they have made mistakes or are experiencing difficulties and
taking appropriate action.
• Draw on a sufficient detailed knowledge and understanding
of their field(s) of work and role in order to practice
effectively, including identifying relevant legal principles and
applying legal principles to factual issues.
• Apply understanding, critical thinking, and analysis to
solve problems, including assessing information to identify
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Level

Functioning
Knowledge

Standard of Work

Autonomy

Complexity

Perception of
Context

Innovation and
Originality

1

Recognizes some of
the standard legal
issues relevant to the
particular case or
transaction area of
practice.

Unlikely to be satisfactory unless closely
supervised on a task
by task basis.

Needs close supervision or instruction.

Unable to do more
than simple routine
tasks.

Tends to see actions
in isolation.

Works within
given procedures or
instructions.

2

Recognizes some of
the standard legal
issues relevant to
the area of practice,
and begins to see
how they apply to
a particular case or
transaction.

Straightforward
tasks likely to be
completed to an acceptable standard.

Achieves some steps
using own judgment,
but supervision
needed for overall
case or transaction.

Able to deal
effectively with
straightforward cases
and transactions.

Sees actions as a
series of steps.

Uses experience to
check information
provided.

3

Identifies the legal
principles relevant to
the area of practice,
and applies them
appropriately and
effectively to individual cases.

Acceptable standard
achieved routinely
for straightforward
tasks. Complex tasks
may lack refinement.

Achieves most tasks
and able to progress
legal matters using
own judgment,
recognizing when
support is needed.

Able to deal with
straightforward
transactions,
including occasional
unfamiliar tasks
which present a
range of problems
and choices.

Understands the
significance of
individual actions
in the context of
the objectives of the
transactions/strategy
for the case.

Uses experience
to check information provided and
to form judgments
about possible
courses of action and
ways forward.

4

Applies a depth of
understanding of the
area of practice and
a broad background
awareness of legal
principles to solve
problems and progress the case.

Full acceptable
standard achieved
routinely.

Takes full responsibility for progressing
the case or transaction.

Deals with complex
transactions through
deliberate analysis
and planning.

Develops a strategy
for the case/transaction to deliver the
overall objective and
uses it to analyze
individual steps.

Produces innovative
solutions and ways
forward.

5

Uses mastery of the
area of practice and
a broad background
awareness of legal
principles to develop
and critically evaluate a range of options
to overcome dilemmas and problematic
situations.

Excellence achieved
with ease.

Takes full responsibility for outcomes of
cases or transaction.

Deals with complex
transactions intuitively and with ease;
confident decisionmaker.

Understands clearly
the strategy for the
case/transaction and
alternative approaches to deliver it within
a vision of what may
be possible.

Develops innovative
solutions and ways
forward in complex
and unpredictable
situations.

Threshold
Standard
required at
qualification.

Chart courtesy of Solicitors Regulation Authority

key issues and risks, evaluating the quality and reliability of
information, and reaching reasoned decisions supported by
evidence.
B. Technical legal practice
• Obtain relevant facts, including obtaining relevant
information through effective use of questioning and active
listening, finding, analyzing, and assessing documents to
extract relevant information, and interpreting and evaluating
information obtained.
• Undertake legal research, including using appropriate

methods and resources to undertake the research, and
interpreting, evaluating, and applying the results of the
research.
• Develop and advise on relevant options, strategies, and
solutions, including understanding and assessing a client’s
circumstances, needs, objectives, priorities, and constraints,
and ensuring that advice identifies the consequences of
different options.
• Draft documents which are legally effective and accurately
reflect the client’s instructions, including addressing all
relevant legal and factual issues, and using clear, accurate,
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and succinct language.
• Undertake effective spoken and written advocacy, including
presenting a reasoned argument in a clear, logical, succinct,
and persuasive way, and identifying strengths and
weaknesses from different parties’ perspectives.
• Negotiate solutions to clients’ issues, including identifying
all parties’ interests, objectives, and limits, developing and
formulating best options for meeting parties’ objectives, and
presenting options for compromise persuasively.
• Plan, manage, and progress legal cases and transactions,
including assessing, communicating and managing risk, and
bringing the transaction or case to a conclusion.
C. Working with other people
• Communicate clearly and effectively, orally and in writing,
including using clear, succinct, and accurate language
that avoids unnecessary technical terms, maintaining
the confidentiality and security of communications, and
imparting any difficult or unwelcome news clearly and
sensitively.
• Establish and maintain effective and professional relations
with clients, including providing information in a way that
clients can understand and managing clients’ expectations
regarding options, the range of possible outcomes, risk, and
timescales.
• Establish and maintain effective and professional relations
with other people, including treating others with courtesy
and respect, being supportive of colleagues and offering
advice and assistance when required, and being clear about
expectations.
D. Managing themselves and their own work
• Initiate, plan, prioritize, and manage work activities and

projects to ensure that they are completed efficiently, on time,
and to an appropriate standard, both in relation to their own
work and work that they lead or supervise.
• Keep, use, and maintain accurate, complete, and clear
records, including making effective use of information
management systems, and complying with confidentiality,
security, data protection, and file retention and destruction
requirements.
• Apply good business practice, including demonstrating an
adequate understanding of the commercial, organizational,
and financial context in which they work and their role in it,
and applying the rules of professional conduct to accounting
and financial matters.
The Competence Statement and its related standards and guidelines are part of a sweeping initiative by the SRA to upgrade the
quality of work performed and services provided by British solicitors. Under the overall project banner Training for Tomorrow, the SRA has also completely revamped continuing legal
education, bringing an end to minimum hour requirements for
mandatory continuing legal education and giving individual
solicitors the freedom and flexibility to identify and determine
their own training and development needs.
The SRA also envisions a more streamlined regulatory framework, as well as a more active role in the legal education process
itself to help ensure that lawyers are exposed to essential competencies throughout their law school years. The clearly stated
driving force behind all these reforms is to serve the interests
of clients and the general public by upgrading the quality of
services that solicitors provide.

The Future of Lawyer Competence Standards
These developments in Canada and Great Britain, along with
the recent promising efforts of the State Bar of California and
the ABA, signal the end of the complacency with which the
legal profession has long shrugged off questions of lawyer
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competence. The steady rise of a more competitive market for
legal services, combined with a more sophisticated approach
to lawyer professional development in recent years, means the
profession will be subject to increasing scrutiny when it comes
to the quality of its practitioners. This effect will be compounded by the rapid rise in the application of data, metrics,
and analytics to lawyering — consider the work of Stanford
Law School’s Ron Dolin in pursuing “quality metrics” for the
performance of legal tasks.
It’s no longer enough for the legal profession merely to point to
a lawyer’s J.D. or practice certificate as a self-sufficient assertion
of his or her fitness to practice law. The buyers of our services,
and the observers of our regulatory monopoly, want to see details. They want to know exactly what they can expect a newly
trained lawyer to do, so that they can better judge whether or
not the lawyer is delivering on the promise of competence. They
want to know that we take seriously our commitment to screen
prospective bar members for the essential knowledge, skills,
and tasks demanded of law practice. They want to know what a
competent lawyer looks like. We need to tell them.
This is ultimately a task for state supreme courts, state bars,
and other regulatory authorities, working in conjunction with
(rather than dictating to) law schools to develop a competency
framework for new lawyers. The ABA could parlay its position
as the profession’s thought leader to convene a national task
force to examine the issue and suggest guidelines. Precedents
from Canada and Great Britain could inform the process and
provide a starting point.

But perhaps the most significant role could be played by NALP
itself, bringing together lawyer development professionals
from law firms and law schools to contribute their knowledge
and experience in an effort to construct a competence profile
for new American lawyers in the 21st century. We have both
the opportunity and the responsibility to create a principled
competence framework to underlie the bar admission process.
There’s no better time than right now to start.
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Simply Irresistible: 13 Ways to Get Your
Lawyers to Attend In-House Training
by Steve Hughes
The good news is that you can dramatically increase your return on investment and
numbers at training events by adopting one or more of these 13 tactics.

There are few things more frustrating for PD managers than
going through the effort of getting a partner or consultant to
lead a training program only to have no one show up for the
session. The good news, however, is that you can dramatically
increase your ROI and attendance numbers at training events
if you understand a few psychological principles and adjust the
way you promote your training programs.
This article explores 13 tactics you can use right away to get
more people to participate in in-house training. Some strategies
are low cost and easy to implement while others require more
investment and time. Identify the one(s) that work best for your
firm and get ready for better results.

1. Change Your Current Offerings
Let’s ask the toughest question first: How good is your training?
Be honest. Is it engaging, interactive, and effective? Or is it a
talking head behind a lectern reading text-heavy slides word
for word? If it’s the latter, perhaps it’s time for an overhaul.
The simplest way to get instant improvement in your training
programs is to include some kind of interactive element at least
every 20 minutes. Interactivity can include working through
a case study, small group discussions of the material, a mini
Q&A session, and so on. Two good books to get you started
are Creative Training Techniques by Bob Pike and Telling Ain’t
Training by Harold Stolovitch.

2. Do a Training Audit
When is the last time you surveyed your partners and associ-

ates to find out what they have liked (and not liked) about
your firm’s PD programs? Ask them specifically about topics,
formats, program length, timing, and the quality of the partners and consultants who have done the training. You might be
surprised about some of the assumptions you’ve been making
and even discover a sacred cow that needs to be put out to
pasture. Of course, the more anonymous your surveys are, the
more honest and accurate your feedback will be.

3. Get Immediate Feedback on Each Program
It’s tempting to use an online survey tool and wait to solicit
feedback about your training until days after a program ends.
The problem with this approach is that time distorts people’s
opinions, specific details are too easily forgotten, and lawyers
just get too busy to complete the surveys. However, if you
have gotten a short paper survey into their hands during the
training, they can fill it out in real time. You’ll gather more
surveys and obtain more directional data. I recommend a
three-question survey with these questions: (1) What was your
#1 takeaway from this training? (2) What do you wish there
had been more time for? (3) What would you tell other lawyers
about this training? This type of survey is quick and easy for
attendees — and for you.

4. Make It Personal
Believe it or not, the way you write and distribute training invitations can dramatically affect attendance. For instance, don’t
always send out generic or blanket invitations to the entire firm.
Why? The problem is that it creates “diffusion of responsibility.”
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People are less likely to feel a sense of urgency or take action
when they know they are part of a large group. In other words,
they can hide in the anonymity of the crowd. Instead, if your
email system allows it, send out invitations to specific individuals with their name at the top. A personal request increases
the feeling of accountability and is harder to turn down than a
general cattle call.

mote the training and spread the word as if it’s the place to be and
as if everyone’s going. Whenever possible, try to pepper your
messages with phrases like, “Most of your colleagues are going
to be there.” Or, “Only a small percentage have told me they
can’t attend. We look forward to seeing the rest of you there.”

5. Break It Down by Practice Group

Instead of issuing the traditional RSVP request to attend a
training program, consider sending an invitation that automatically adds the training to your lawyers’ calendars as a tentative
event. Your attorneys can still opt out or delete the event, but
inertia will work in your favor and your lawyers just might
work around the event. Many email and learning management
systems have this invite feature. Note: Please get permission
from your firm’s leadership before trying this one.

Another way to make training feel more personal is to offer
specific programs to individual practice groups. This allows
the training to be customized to the practice group’s needs,
encourages more questions, and avoids wasting time on topics that apply to one practice group and not another. This is
especially true with evergreen but general training topics like
writing or presentation skills. For example, consider breaking
up presentation skills training into training for separate groups
like litigators and transactional lawyers.

6. Get Them to Say “Yes”
According to a study in the Journal of Applied Psychology
(72:315-18), people who have previously indicated they will vote
on Election Day are 25% more likely to actually cast a ballot
than those who haven’t given such an indication. So, when
someone RSVPs to attend a training event, send him or her
a reply saying, “Great, we will mark you down as a ‘yes.’ We
look forward to seeing you there.” And the more public you
can make their commitment, the better. When you send out a
reminder email to the firm, feel free to list the names of people
who have RSVPed that they will attend. This makes it considerably more difficult for them to back out at the last minute.

7. Make Training the Place to Be
Psychologists will tell you that “social proof” or positive peer
pressure is a very powerful, albeit overlooked, force. In general,
people want to feel included, that they belong, and that they’re
doing the correct thing. They don’t want to feel left out. So, pro-

8. Add It Automatically to Their Calendar

9. Connect the Dots
One of the biggest roadblocks to investing time in training is
that too many lawyers don’t see how it relates to their day-today role at the firm. To be sure, if your training isn’t effective,
then it’s time to start offering a better product (see #1, above).
However, assuming your firm already provides world-class PD,
make sure you take active steps to connect the benefits of the
training to your lawyers’ careers. This starts with the summer
associates. Let them know from the very beginning that the
firm believes in professional development and is committed
to investing time and money to help them build their careers.
Then continue to reinforce this idea during their first-year
orientation and beyond. What will really make this point stick
comes next in #10.

10. Find Some Champions
Without connecting the dots above, it may be expecting too
much for your lawyers to recognize the importance of training
and the need to make time for it. However, if you can identify a
few key partners and practice group leaders to vocally support
training on an ongoing basis, then you will have the wind at
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your back. For instance, when there is a big PD event on the horizon, ask your leaders to talk it up in practice group meetings,
send out emails endorsing the training, and ideally have them
participate in the training, too. If your firm’s leaders believe in
the value of training and talk about it consistently, your associates will respond accordingly.

11. Set Expectations
Many times associates skip training sessions because they don’t
fully understand what is expected of them, and they aren’t always clear on how to prioritize conflicting schedules. Of course,
serving clients is the lifeblood of every firm and should always
come first. However, help your junior associates understand
what constitutes a reasonable excuse for missing training. For
instance, unmovable time-sensitive events like a hearing, a client meeting, or an impeding closing are legitimate excuses. On
the other hand, the following are not: “I’m really busy.” “I don’t
really need that right now.” “This isn’t a good time.” News flash:
There’s never a good time. Let partners and supervisors know
about upcoming training and ask them to encourage their associates to attend unless the world is falling apart.

12. Tie Training to Annual Reviews
Instead of viewing professional development as a disconnected
silo unto itself, consider making it a part of each lawyer’s individual development plan. By doing so, you communicate that
training matters and that it is an important part of one’s career.
You can set benchmarks and goals for each lawyer and then
look to training to assist them in specific improvement areas.
This additional incentive will motivate people to participate in
training beyond the necessary CLE requirements.

13. Share Success Stories
When you have examples that illustrate the positive impact of
training, be sure to spread the word throughout the firm. In a
recent training session, a senior partner at a large firm told us
he had just been asked to be on a three-person panel at a major

conference. He and partners from two other firms would each
be given 30 minutes to cover part of a topic. My client wanted
to completely revamp his presentation because he thought it
was “boring.” We helped him reduce the number of words on
his slides, add more visuals, and make his presentation more
interactive. At the conference, the two other partners on the
panel were simply talking heads with text-heavy slides and a
flat delivery.
By contrast, my client’s presentation was far more engaging.
Afterward he made this comment: “It wasn’t that my material
was better than theirs. We all had roughly the same content.
The main difference was that my slides were visually appealing
and I was audience-focused. When our session was over, barely
anyone approached the other speakers, but I felt like a rock star
when the audience rushed the stage to talk to me.” You can be
sure that he and his PD director circulated that story around
the firm. When good things happen as a result of professional
development, make sure you promote them aggressively.
When it comes to increasing attendance at training programs, there is no magic bullet. But if you’re willing to make
a few adjustments in your communications and enlist the help
of key players at the firm, you can make training an unmissable
part of your lawyers’ lives.

About the Author
Steve Hughes is President of Hit Your
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11 Ways PD and KM Can Join Forces to
Enhance Lawyer Performance
by Chris Boyd and Mara Nickerson
Whether your firm is just launching formal KM or PD programs or already has
extensive offerings, adopting one or more of these suggestions can help your lawyers
deliver more value to clients.

In 2006, we wrote an article on how law firms could blend
knowledge management (KM) with professional development
(PD) to turbocharge attorney performance (“Turbocharging
Attorney Performance: The Power of Integrated Professional
Development and Knowledge Management,” Managing Partner,
November 2006). The article illustrated the concept with three
scenarios: getting a junior associate up to full productivity, integrating a lateral associate, and preparing for a client pitch.
Nine years later, we continue to find ways to combine KM and
PD to help attorneys deliver more value to clients. We wrote
this article to highlight eleven different ways to do just this.
We have designed the eleven approaches we discuss in this article to appeal to a range of firms, from those just starting with
formal KM or PD programs to those with extensive offerings.

1. Integrate KM Resources into Training
While this may seem an obvious step, it is often overlooked:
Include the KM team early on in the development of a training program. The PD team may not know which resources are
the most relevant for each practice area, while senior attorneys
— who often teach PD sessions — may fall back on sample
documents or resources in their own collections. The KM team
can identify the key firm-wide resources on the topic. These
should influence the design of the program, particularly at the
more junior levels.
If the resources include:

• A model or template agreement — Design the program
around the template so that participants learn to use the
model and understand how to customize it. At more senior
levels, focus on particular clauses and more complex issues
that come up in connection with them.
• A practice guide on a type of transaction or matter — Keep
the legal process and the resources outlined in the guide
central to the design. For example, create a case study that
walks participants through the matter based on the processes
in the guide.
• No existing resources — Programs can also be used to help
create KM resources. Have the participants work in small
groups to identify issues to be considered or clauses to be
included in a particular type of agreement. The KM team can
turn the outcome into a checklist.
Whenever possible, ensure the participants know what KM
resources are available on the topic and where to find them.
Consider starting or ending each program by calling up the
KM system and showing participants what is available and how
to access it, or by having the KM system open on the screen
when people are coming in for the program.
The KM team should also sit in on the PD program so they can
hear all the best practices, knowledge, and tips that come out of
it and ensure that all of that tacit knowledge is embedded back
into the KM resources.
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2. Train New Employees on KM Resources
A well-executed orientation helps new hires accelerate to full
productivity more quickly and aligns them with the firm’s values and best practices. A firm’s PD team typically coordinates
the orientation curriculum and combines its teaching expertise
with content input from the firm’s practice groups and the IT,
HR, and other support departments to make the experience as
effective as possible.
The first way to combine KM and PD is for those two teams to
collaborate to ensure that each new hire learns how to use the
firm’s KM resources, such as the enterprise search engine, form
and sample document collections, matter and referral databases, and so forth. Ways to do this include:
• Group trainings of summer associates and first-year
associates. These attorneys typically all start on the same
dates and have roughly the same experience levels, which
makes group trainings logistically feasible and pedagogically
appropriate. The KM and PD teams can co-deliver practicespecific trainings on how to use the firm’s KM resources to
accomplish typical summer or first-year associate tasks.
• Individual practice-specific trainings for lateral partners
and associates. Lateral partners and associates typically start
throughout the year, with a small number of lateral associates
starting each week and lateral partners starting much less
frequently, with the exact pace depending on the firm’s
business model. The KM and PD teams should combine
to teach each new lateral attorney how KM resources can
support her or his specific practice, again with a focus on
tasks rather than resource silos. For partners, the training
should emphasize how KM resources can support business
development and client relationship management as well as
service delivery.
• Online guided tours of resources. For those instances when
PD and KM teams cannot train new attorneys individually or
in groups, the teams can create recorded online tours of how

to use the KM resources to accomplish specific tasks. The PD
or technical training teams usually know how to create these
recordings, and KM can provide them with the screenshots
and commentary.
Note that the KM orientation should ideally be directed not
only to new attorneys but also to new paralegals, secretaries,
and other legal support personnel. These professionals frequently act as proxies for attorneys in tapping KM resources
and can serve those attorneys more effectively if they know how
to use the resources well.

3. Embed Internal Training Resources into
KM Pages
When attorneys search or browse KM resources, they are
often seeking guidance and instruction in addition to documents or information. While some guidance can be baked
into KM resources, such as matter checklists or annotations in
form documents, the firm’s best guidance is usually delivered
via formal training. So PD and KM teams should partner to
make sure the best internal and external training resources
are embedded in the firm’s KM pages, and that attorneys can
easily find these training resources via browsing or searching.
Enabling attorneys to find topic-specific KM and PD resources
at the same time, and saving them from the trouble of searching for the same thing twice, will make both offerings that
much more valuable.

When attorneys search or browse
KM resources, they are often seeking
guidance and instruction in addition
to documents or information.
For example, a KM page on public company reporting could
include links to recordings of the firm’s internal training classes
on the topic along with the forms, checklists, guidance memos,
and other KM resources. Recordings should include the slides
or other handouts, along with speaker notes and record-
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ing transcripts if possible. If the firm subscribes to external
resources such as Practical Law Company (PLC) or Intelligize,
the KM team can link to PLC’s overall search screen as well
as to specific guidance on public company representation, or
to Intelligize’s search screens for SEC filings. Similarly, if the
firm has a privileged membership with Practising Law Institute
(PLI), the firm can insert topic-specific links to PLI classes,
handouts, and treatises. While curating such links takes time,
providing jumping-off points in context can help attorneys find
useful answers, deepen their expertise, and maximize the value
to the firm of all-you-can-eat database subscriptions.

4. Embed Training Resources into Enterprise
Search
If your firm has some form of enterprise search, e.g., Recommind or Fast, that enables your attorneys to search the document management system, databases, and other resources, then
ensure that your training resources are included and optimized
to be found along with the related KM resources:
• Taxonomy — The KM team may have developed a taxonomy
that identifies, for each piece of content, such things as the
legal department the content relates to, the role, legal topic,
type of matter, industry, and perhaps key words. The training
resources should be organized and tagged with the same
taxonomy. If the search engine is just going on the title of the
training resources, then it may be hit or miss as to whether
they turn up when they should.
• Acronyms — The KM team may also have developed a set
of acronyms for different legal topics or types of matters that
help content turn up when attorneys use alternative phrases
to search for content. For example, the KM content relating
to private M&A transactions might also be tagged with such
phrases as asset purchase, stock purchase, purchase, and sale
of a business. Training can also add these phrases to their
related training content.
• Filters — Determine whether your firm’s search engine has

been set up to filter content based on role or office. If so, then
PD will want to ensure that the training content identifies the
role and offices the content relates to.
• Relevancy rankings — What makes content get to the top
of your firm’s search results? Every search engine will have
a complex way of ranking various criteria to determine the
order in which to display search results. Ask the KM or IS/
IT team to explain how your firm’s search engine works and
adjust your tagging accordingly.

5. Develop Practice Guides
One of the most powerful ways to combine PD and KM in legal
practice is via a practice guide for a specific type of transaction
or other major piece of legal work. A guide should provide the
attorney with a checklist of every step in the process along with
an explanation of the reason for the step and how to do it, and
links to relevant model or sample work product. For each step,
the guides can also refer the attorney to internal or external
experts to consult with should unusually complex situations or
esoteric questions arise.
To complement the written instructions, the guides should
also link to short video or web conference modules that teach
the attorney how to do the specific step. These modules can be
especially effective in pointing out common potential errors or
other pitfalls that the attorney should guard against. Should the
attorney desire deeper instruction, the guides can point her or
him to external resources such as PLC or PLI, or other treatises,
articles, or course books.

The guides should link to short video or
web conference modules that teach the
attorney how to do the specific step.
The guides can further support efficiency by linking in appropriate places to the firm’s matter databases, to remind the attorney to search for relevant precedent that can be repurposed
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for the current matter.
One challenge for practice guides, as with all checklists for
complex processes, is that they can end up being very lengthy
and somewhat unwieldy for use in the day-to-day fray of a deal
or case. One way to make a long practice guide more usable and
useful is to embed the content into a task management system
that helps attorneys plan matters, update and monitor task
status, focus on critical path items, and bring legal matters in
on time and on budget.

6. Mini-Tutorials with Embedded KM
Resources
A mini-tutorial could be any kind of “how to” guide. Consider
identifying common tasks that new associates or summer
students are asked to do and creating a tutorial on how to do
them. The tutorial could be a podcast or a video — or could just
be written up in text — but should include links to checklists,
pathfinders, guides, or whatever else is available to support the
task on a real-time basis. Look at tools such as Panopto to embed video or audio recordings with slides, search, and clickable
menus. Also look at Camtasia Studio, or Articulate Storyline if
you want to include interactive elements. You can embed links
to resources in the PowerPoint slides.
Work with the KM team to identify common tasks and existing
resources. The KM team may also be able to help identify how
best to make these mini-tutorials available to the attorneys or
students.

7. Use Process Improvement Projects as a
Learning Tool and a KM Resource Generator
Many firms are undertaking legal process improvement (LPI)
initiatives to analyze how legal work is currently being done
and how it should be done more efficiently. (We use the generic
term “legal process improvement” to encompass any variation
on Lean or Six Sigma. For a high-level view of Lean Six Sigma
for law firms see Gimbal Canada’s website, or see how Clifford

Chance has used it in their operations from their white paper
on Continuous Improvement). Think of LPI as a case study at a
very granular level.

A process map is created for a
particular type of legal work, or a
component of a larger piece of work.
A common starting point is process mapping. All legal work
fundamentally involves a process: It starts when the client calls
and ends when the last piece of advice is given, the last document signed and filed, the last task completed. The process may
take days or years. But in all circumstances, for all types of legal
work, it has a first step, a last step, and many steps in between,
usually taken by various players.
A process map is created for a particular type of legal work, or
a component of a larger piece of work. For example, the firm
might process map the incorporation of a company, the filing
of — or response to — an injunction, or a loan transaction.
A process mapping exercise should include representatives
from all of the different roles involved in doing the work — the
most junior to the most senior, including paralegals and legal
assistants. A facilitator will have the participants walk through
every step and every task involved in doing the work. Through
the exercise, the group will identify all of the challenges and
inefficiencies that often occur. The team will also identify the
existing tools they use to do the work — e.g., template agreements, checklists, and databases, as well as those they might
need to do the work more efficiently.
At the end of the exercise, the firm should have a map that sets
out all of the steps/tasks to be done, who does them, and what
tools are available to help them — with best practices embedded throughout. This map should then form the basis for future
training programs.
The map (and the process of creating it) gives everyone a better
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view of the whole process, the tasks they are responsible for,
and how their work fits into the big picture. It is a particularly
excellent learning opportunity for the more junior members of
the team.
It can often be valuable for a representative of the PD team to
sit in on a mapping exercise. The exercise will uncover training
needs and training deficiencies.

8. Use KM to Enhance Informal Training
Depending on the structure, capabilities, and roles of the PD
and KM teams, KM professionals can also supplement the
formal training program with informal substantive learning
opportunities in several ways:
• Direct real-time coaching on how to do specific tasks,
particularly at the junior level. KM professionals are
frequently attorneys who have practiced in a field and
generally work with the attorneys in that field. They can help
junior associates get work done. For example, a corporate and
securities KM attorney who drafts model forms can coach
associates on language to use in tricky drafting situations;
a litigation KM attorney can teach junior associates how to
efficiently search for appropriate internal precedent.
• Organizing practice group lunch-and-learn meetings. KM
professionals usually both know the experts in the practice
groups they serve and also keep abreast of legal developments
in their fields. As appropriate, they can organize practice
group meetings, often at lunchtime, to discuss recent case
law, deal trends, or other legal developments that practice
group attorneys should all know.

9. Project Management and Pricing
Project management and pricing are among the hottest topics
in the legal industry. Many firms are doing some training in
this area or are planning some. When designing training in
project management or pricing, involve KM. Find out what

they are doing to support the attorneys on a day-to-day basis in
this area.
When designing a workshop on budgeting and pricing,
consider making it practice group-specific and focused on a
case study for a relevant matter type. KM can help develop the
case studies and create some tools for doing a budget in the
workshop — e.g., an Excel spreadsheet with the main phases
of the matter. The KM team can also act as facilitators. And, if
there is enough interest, KM can work with the attorneys after
the workshop to complete the development of budget templates.
Creating real budget templates they can use in their practices is
an excellent way for attorneys to learn how to scope work and
identify risks, tasks, timelines, and responsible roles.

When designing a workshop on budgeting
and pricing, consider making it practice
group-specific and focused on a case
study for a relevant matter type.
After formal training, KM may be able to provide hands-on
support to attorneys to make them aware of firm resources and
even help them understand how to use the resources.
Also, PD can work with KM to develop an integrated resource
page on project management and pricing, including materials
from internal training programs, external resources, budget
templates groups may have developed, sample budgets KM can
collect, and any other related practice resources, tips, and best
practices the firm has created.

10. Use Client-focused PD for KM
Law firms spend significant time and effort educating their clients on developments in the law. Firms send email client alerts
and newsletters, host live training sessions, and provide clients
with access to online recordings of those sessions. While client
PD is typically led by the firm’s marketing and PD functions,
KM teams can contribute to programs and use the resulting
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work product in several ways.
On the contribution side, KM attorneys typically attend practice group meetings and often help with client alerts, so they
know both where the law and practice are evolving and what
the likely implications for clients are. KM attorneys also usually
know which attorneys are the leading experts on these topics
and are the best presenters. The training and marketing groups
can thus maximize the potential value of client-focused PD by
consulting with the KM team.
On the re-use side, client-focused PD is usually leading-edge
and high-quality, so the KM team should seek to re-use the
content whenever possible — for example, by posting links to
the recordings and materials in the relevant KM topical collections.

11. Social Learning
With current web 2.0 tools, teamsites, wikis, blogs, and discussion forums, PD teams can make learning an ongoing, interactive dialogue. (A teamsite is just an online page or site that may
include any combination of components such as a document
library, a wiki, a calendar, a task list, or a blog; these can be customized to include the components a team needs.) All of these
web tools can be used as forums to engage attorneys in sharing
knowledge and building expertise. These tools can be added
to existing practice or topic guides or as stand-alone tools for
more general sharing.

Web tools can be used as forums
to engage attorneys in sharing
knowledge and building expertise.
Consider setting up a discussion forum on a new legal development that a practice group wants to follow. Encourage
everyone to post what they learn from the work they do in the
area, or discussions they have with regulators, on a real-time
basis. They can add links to internal and external resources.

Attorneys can be alerted when new posts are made so they are
engaging in ongoing learning — or access the forum when they
are working on something that involves the new development
so the forum can be used as a resource.
To raise the level of knowledge in the firm about risk management policies and common risk issues, a KM team can set up a
blog for the firm’s general counsel, if there is one, or other risk
partner.
A subject matter expert might be willing to embed their knowledge on a topic in a wiki that they continually add to and share
with others. And others could add content also.
All of these tools will get more traction if you have some attorneys championing their use and committed to posting content.
The KM team can help you determine which tool is right for the
topic and the extent of participation expected. They can help
post relevant content and encourage attorneys to post. They can
also curate the content and ensure it is the best information.

Conclusion
As the examples above show, KM and PD teams can collaborate in many different ways to strengthen attorneys’ skills and
provide them with ready access to usable knowledge. Teams
can start right away on those methods that just better publicize existing materials, such as integrating KM resources into
training and training new employees on KM resources. Those
methods that create new resources, such as practice guides
and process improvement projects, will require working with
practice groups and thus take longer. Because KM and PD
teams obviously can’t do everything at once, they may want
to develop a joint work plan that combines some shorter-term
projects with some longer-term ones.
We hope these examples prove useful to KM and PD teams
seeking to join forces to better support their firms’ attorneys
and help them deliver more value to clients. We would be happy
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to continue the conversation with any interested readers, and
would be particularly delighted to hear about successes derived
from using these methods.
Mara can be reached at mnickerson@osler.com, and Chris is at
cboyd@wsgr.com.
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How Moving from “Best” to “Next”
Practices Can Fuel Innovation
by Sandee Magliozzi
“When one door closes, another opens; but we often look so long and so regretfully
upon the closed door that we do not see the one which has opened for us.”
— Alexander Graham Bell

Once insulated, law has become one of the most competitive
markets in the new normal. The legal world has and is changing, driven by technology, deregulation (legal work being
done by non-lawyers as well as lawyers), globalization, and the
demand for increased efficiency in delivery of legal services.
The impact of all of this change has been widespread, profound,
and not limited to law firms. Both law firms and law schools are
feeling the competitive pressure.
Richard Susskind writes in Tomorrow’s Lawyers: An Introduction to Your Future (Oxford University Press, 2013) that legal
institutions and lawyers are positioned to change more radically in the next two decades then they have in the last two centuries. Additionally, in an article entitled “What Will Lawyers Be
Doing in 5 to 10 Years?” (ABA Journal, May 18, 2015), Victor Li
quotes F. Daniel Siciliano, a professor at Stanford Law School,
as saying, “In 15 years, two-thirds of lawyers won’t practice law,
at least not the way they practice now.”

We resist change, and if we do change it
is slowly, around the edges, and without
a great deal of flexibility or agility.
Yet we have a habit of doing as we always have. We resist
change, and if we do change it is slowly, around the edges, and
without a great deal of flexibility or agility. What law practice and legal education traditionally consider big change is
often passé and can be years behind similar concepts in other
industries. Change is hard in the legal world, and yet change we

must. Innovation is even harder. We need a new way forward. I
suggest shifting our focus to developing “next practices.”

“Best Practices” vs. “Next Practices”
Traditionally, when we think about what our law students and
lawyers will need to do to meet the demands of future practice,
we look to best practices. But best practices are past driven.
While once successful, some of our best practices may have become obsolete — as hard as it is for us to believe that. Best practices do have value, but they can also be limiting and keep us
grounded in the past. The changes taking place in the legal field
today require a future focus and have put pressure on organizations to create work environments that foster collaboration and
innovation. “Next practices” are future-driven, strategic solutions that enable us to better anticipate and respond to change.
They are not about making something more efficient or better,
but about fundamental transformation and the development
of new models and ways of doing things, as Dr. John Sullivan
points out in “Seeking Out ‘Next Practices,’ the Next Generation of Best Practices” (ERE Media, June 26, 2006).

The new normal of the legal industry is
crying out for us to break new ground in
legal practice, legal education, and the
development of 21st century lawyers.
Best practices look backward, providing advice that worked in
the past. Next practices focus on what to do in the time ahead.
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Best practices may keep you out of trouble, but they rarely
break new ground. The new normal of the legal industry is
crying out for us to break new ground in legal practice, legal
education, and the development of 21st century lawyers.

“Organizations become winners by spotting opportunities and
inventing next practices,” reports Adi Ignatius in an article
entitled “C.K. Prahalad” in the Harvard Business Review (April
2010). “Next practices are all about innovation: imaging what
the future will look like and identifying the opportunities that
will arise, and building the capabilities to capitalize on them.”

“Next Practices”
A focus on next practices helps move us past the status quo and fuels innovation. We need to develop the competencies our students
and lawyers will need to anticipate and respond to an increasingly
rapidly changing legal landscape. I am not talking about the everwidening skill set our students and lawyers will need to do their
work, but the skills they and we will need to reimagine our work, to
innovate, and to create next practices. Our ability to innovate and add
value is critical to the future success of both law schools and law firms.

Next Practice Competencies
Before we can truly shift to a next practices mindset, we first have
to develop and strengthen innovation competencies. Many will
be familiar with the ever-expanding list of competencies that law
firms and now law schools have identified as core to their success.
We need to add innovation competencies, which can include:
• Creativity (thinking outside the box, generating original and
novel ideas, coming up with new approaches)

Next practices are ideas, innovations,
concepts, and solutions that
move beyond the status quo.

• Problem solving (identifying the nature and cause of
problems, seizing opportunities, and originating actions that
ensure solutions aligned with strategic direction)

The term “next practices” is meant to convey the notion of
genuinely new approaches rooted in practical understanding.
C.K. Prahalad — the late business thought leader, Professor of
Business Administration at the University of Michigan, and
author of The Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid — coined
the term to describe business practices that generate innovation
and transformation by seizing opportunity. Next practices are
ideas, innovations, concepts, and solutions that move beyond
the status quo. They shift value and allow us to create something completely different to address emerging needs. In higher
education, an example of an innovation that may become a next
practice is competency-based education. It turns the traditional
model on its head. Instead of awarding credits based on how
much time students spend learning, this model awards credits
based on whether students can prove they have mastered competencies. In legal practice, alternative legal services providers
are another example of innovation. Their emergence is based
on the fact that they have developed a service delivery model
different from the law firm model.

• Collaboration (working with others and seeking opinions to
reach a creative solution, engaging and sustaining mutually
beneficial relationships and alliances with stakeholders)
• Resilience (bouncing back from setbacks quickly, accepting
criticism, and maintaining self-control and an optimistic
outlook)
• Adaptability (changing methods of approach when necessary
to achieve a goal, responding to change with a positive
attitude and a willingness to learn new ways to accomplish
objectives)
• Forecasting (recognizing important changes, evaluating
long-term impact, and evaluating future directions and risks
based on strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats)
• Managing change (understanding what promotes and
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inhibits an idea for change, willingness to challenge the status
quo when it impedes performance, taking intelligent risks,
encouraging creative initiatives and innovative solutions)
With these innovation competencies in place we can not only
respond to change but drive change through innovation. In
short, our law students and lawyers need to be able to analyze
and solve problems, collaborate, persevere, take calculated
risks, and learn from failure. This is a process. Innovation at its
heart is a process. We need a model that will support the process and that will support transforming our innovative ideas
into next practices through that process.

Innovation at its heart is a process.
We need a model that will support
the process and that will support
transforming our innovative ideas into
next practices through that process.

past what everyone else is doing now, connect the dots, and
innovate for the future.
But before we can develop next practices, we need a model that
encourages and stimulates innovation in our law firms and law
schools. The model needs to stimulate ideas for successful next
practice pilots and allow us to incubate successful ideas with
supportive leadership, strategic relationships, and alliances. As
Valerie Hannon notes in ‘Next Practice’ in Education: A Disciplined Approach to Innovation, the model also needs to allow
us to put ideas into action with the flexibility and agility to test
them and allow them to fail if they will — so we can quickly
access and learn from our failures — and then finally needs
to allow us to take our successes and accelerate their value by
implementing them more widely as next practices.

Innovation and Next Practices in Professional
Development

Next Practice Innovation Model
We talk about being more strategic and about being innovative,
but we often are not willing to do anything differently from
anyone else. In ‘Next Practice’ in Education: A Disciplined Approach to Innovation (Innovation Unit, February 2007), Valerie
Hannon quotes Professor Prahalad as saying, “Next practice
by definition has three problems: firstly it is future-oriented;
secondly, no single institution or company is an exemplar of
everything that you think will happen; and thirdly, next practice is about amplifying weak signals, connecting the dots. Next
practice is disciplined imagination.”
Do we too often focus on what others are doing? Do we think
something sounds like a good concept but ask, “Where is the
data that backs that up?” Innovation is not yet supported by
data. Next practices are developed in advance of hard evidence,
and they entail us taking some risk — which means accepting some failure. Failure is a necessary part of the innovation
process because from failure comes learning. The goal is to look

Law schools and law firms are experimenting with new ideas
and programs in how they teach and develop their students and
lawyers. More and more innovative initiatives emerge daily, but
more are needed. Many schools are supplementing and changing their curriculum; one example is Michigan State’s ReInvent
Law Laboratory, which “focuses on human capital that better
supports the current and future trend of the legal job market.”
Law schools are also looking beyond their ivory towers and inviting collaboration with legal practitioners, as well as reaching out to
a diverse array of community partners from nonprofit organizations to corporations. The University of Pittsburgh’s Innovation
Practice Institute and Colorado Law’s Tech Lawyer Accelerator
Program are just a couple of examples. Law schools are even
collaborating with each other, such as through the Consortium
for Innovative Legal Education (CILE), which is a cooperative
model for legal education consisting of four independent law
schools working together. The Bay Area Legal Incubator is another
example where five schools — of which my school, Santa Clara
Law, is one — are working together with a local bar association to
support their graduates in launching solo practices that will serve
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modest means clients.

Conclusion

Law firms are adapting their training programs by helping
their associates understand their clients’ businesses through
business-minded programs and by engaging client insiders
to teach associates directly. Firms are breaking away from
standardized prescheduled programs to offer brief, targeted
learning opportunities, and they are developing their attorneys’
breadth in addition to their depth while providing more realtime feedback.

We need to focus on innovation and develop the associated
competencies. We then need to shift our mindset from “best”
to “next” practices. Finally, we need to implement a model that
supports the transformation of an innovative idea becoming
a next practice so that we can see and walk through the open
door referred to in the Alexander Graham Bell quote at the
beginning of this article (and in the opening of Susskind’s
Tomorrow’s Lawyers). Next!

While all of these efforts are promising
and address current needs, we have
yet to find the crucial “next practice”
that will carry us into the future.
While all of these efforts are promising and address current
needs, we have yet to find the crucial “next practice” that will
carry us into the future. Who will develop the next Fenwick
Flex or ReInvent Law Laboratory?
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Training the Modern In-House Lawyer
by Lori L. Lorenzo and Mark Roellig
Most lawyers in private practice are not well trained for a transition to an in-house
career. An innovative training institute points toward ways law schools and law firms
can become involved — and suggests why training in-house lawyers helps law firms,
clients, and the legal profession.

Today’s general counsel position and related in-house legal positions are coveted roles within the legal profession. Often the most
competitive candidates for these in-house roles come from the
nation’s largest law firms, and often these lawyers come from the
most prestigious law schools. There is a common assumption that
academic credentials in combination with the exceptional training
a large law firm offers produces a lawyer well suited to the demands
of in-house practice. Notwithstanding the argument that the most
competitive candidates for in-house positions are well educated and
well trained, it is a mistake to think that these markers of success
for private practice lawyers necessarily translate into success for
in-house lawyers. In fact, most lawyers in private practice are most
certainly not well trained for the specific demands of an in-house
legal career, which requires notably different skills. Corporations are
recognizing this challenge and less than 14% of the general counsels
in the Fortune 500 appointed last year came directly from law firms.
Despite this skill gap, there is currently neither an academic track in
most law schools nor a law firm-based transition training program
designed to hone the essential skills of an in-house lawyer.
The skills required of an in-house lawyer in many ways mirror
those of the general counsel. The in-house lawyer must have a
deep and thorough understanding of business principles and
the company’s business so that he or she may understand how
a particular legal matter impacts the company. As described
later in this article, with the rise of the in-house legal department over the last several decades, outside counsel have been
less incentivized to know their clients’ business well, instead
favoring a specialized practice of law. Thus, a lawyer from
private practice may know relatively little about a company’s
business (even if that lawyer has done work for the company

in the past) — or about the overall industry within which the
company operates. These lawyers, upon transitioning to an
in-house practice, must quickly get up to speed on the business
of the company. Without a foundation of knowledge relevant
to the industry or the company, and without educational or
professional training in business essentials such as accounting
and finance, the new in-house lawyer is at a disadvantage when
trying to quickly learn a company’s business.

The in-house lawyer also needs to ... nimbly
shift his or her issue analysis perspective
from problem finder to strategic, creative,
open-minded problem solver.
The in-house lawyer also needs to be able to nimbly shift his or
her issue analysis perspective from problem finder to strategic, creative, open-minded problem solver. Stated differently,
in-house lawyers must be performance-driven and results-oriented with the ultimate goal of adding value, not accumulating
hours. To achieve this, in-house lawyers are expected to work
closely with their business unit colleagues. As noted in research
comparing the academic and work environments of law school
and business school, business school graduates expect to work
in teams; they openly share ideas and strategies that push their
limits in the name of growth and innovation. Law students,
on the other hand, are taught to stick with precedent, identify
problems before they occur, and work independently — often
with a focus on searching for and identifying risk.
In addition, law firm lawyers are taught to operate in a world of
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zero errors — to make a mistake on a legal issue is malpractice.
The opposite is true of business leaders who, with an understanding of the options and potential outcomes, are looking for
opportunities and are willing to take risks and make mistakes.
Business is all about taking reasonable risks; without the potential
for financial gain that reasonable risk represents, investors and
shareholders would simply put their money under a mattress for
safekeeping. To illustrate, imagine that with respect to a $10,000
contract the lawyer is 80% certain on a risk factor in the contract;
astute business leaders and their in-house counsel will have no
interest in having the additional legal work done on that issue,
with attendant cost and delay, to achieve 100% certainty.
Some in-house lawyers complain that they aren’t brought into
business decisions early enough in the process, thereby allowing a situation to develop where the business is in trouble and
the lawyer’s job is to fix it. Generally when this criticism exists,
it is well founded according to the business executives. What
they are really saying is that the lawyers, when brought into the
conversation early, kill innovation by constantly referencing
risk and throwing up legal roadblocks. In this situation, savvy
executives will either wait until late in the process to bring in
the lawyers or provide a shaded presentation of the facts, with
the hope of obtaining legal approval.

In-house lawyers who have newly
transitioned from law firms must learn
an entirely different language.
Thus, in-house lawyers who have newly transitioned from law
firms must learn an entirely different language — one of being
part of the team advancing the business objectives through collaboration and innovation, which allows them to discuss tolerable risk with their business partners in ways that don’t impede
the very innovation that drives business results (i.e., profits). A
critical aspect of this skill is the ability to concisely communicate complex matters and legal principles in plain English. As
any first-year law student can attest, legal writing is a skill unto
itself. In fact, the first-year legal writing curriculum in most law

schools is designed to teach law students how to write in terms
that only other lawyers or judges can understand. Adherence to
this form of written (or oral) communication is sure to earn the
in-house lawyer a very negative reputation once in house; the
days of writing legal memoranda are over. It is not uncommon
to hear an experienced general counsel ask for legal matters and
recommendations to be simplified, often into bullets. This form
of brief, concise communication is highly valued in house, but
can be very difficult for the new in-house lawyer to master.
In-house attorneys are expected to “see around corners.” Unlike
at a law firm, where the call often comes in to address a specific
legal issue or need after an issue has been identified, highquality in-house attorneys should see the legal issues before
they arise and takes steps to eliminate them or best position
the company to address the issues effectively and efficiently.
The facts for legal issues are being developed each and every
day in a company — and it may be years or decades before any
external counsel are called in. The in-house team must help the
business to ensure that these facts are being generated in the
most advantageous way for the company.
A valuable in-house team is also proactive. It develops legal
strategies to advance the business: if a law is problematic for a
company, they change it. If a new or existing law or regulation
is onerous — but more onerous to competitors — it may be
valuable to work to keep it. In this way the in-house lawyers are
using the law and the legal process as a competitive advantage.
Brainstorming on how to use law as a sword and not a shield is
foreign to the thinking of many private practice lawyers.
Although not unique to the in-house practice, but critical to
the success of any enterprise, the in-house attorney must have
irreproachable integrity. At times the in-house lawyer must
remember that just because a decision is legal, doesn’t mean
it is the right thing to do. Creating a culture with this ethical
compass within any law department and with the lawyers is an
imperative. Some have argued, however, that in-house attorneys have a unique role in being the conscience of the company.
We would argue that every executive has a role in upholding
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the conscience of the enterprise. All must act with ethics and
integrity. And to the extent this is delegated just to “Legal,” an
unhealthy environment is created.

In-house lawyers must become a
trusted member of the business team
and avoid relational conflict.
In-house lawyers must become a trusted member of the
business team and avoid relational conflict. It is essential for
the in-house lawyer to be close to the business. Whether the
in-house legal department is centralized or decentralized, the
lawyers, if they’ve mastered the language and synergy of their
business colleagues, will find themselves often interacting with
those colleagues. The tremendous value of these interactions
to being proactive and strategic has caused many in-house
lawyers to be embedded or aligned with the business. However
structured, as these relationships grow, the lawyer is faced with
the same challenges the general counsel faces — to support the
decisions of business colleagues, even when it may compromise
legal or ethical standards, or to enforce the legal and ethical
standards at the risk of losing one’s position of trust with the
business unit. The best way to solve for this conflict is to be a
trusted and respected member of the business team. There are
exceptions, but almost universally, business leaders want to do
the right thing for the business and its owners, and are aligned
with the legal team in the desire to do what is right and comply
with the law.
It is indeed human nature to seek the approval of those with
whom one works closely, and where a lawyer has been involved
from the early stages of formulating a business strategy that
lawyer may be inclined to defend that strategy, even in the
face of evidence that the strategy won’t or shouldn’t work.
Here, and in almost all they do, in-house lawyers will need
one skill that can be sufficiently developed in private practice
— judgment. It can be argued that judgment may be the most
important attribute for any attorney, including the in-house
attorney — although Will Rogers said, “Good judgment comes

from experience, and a lot of that comes from bad judgment.”
In the corporate setting, “good” judgment is making effective,
productive decisions in multidimensional settings — decisions
that are aligned with business objectives. It is this application
of decision-making to business objectives that differs somewhat
from the way in which judgment is developed and exercised in
private practice.
Finally, the in-house lawyer must be a skilled quarterback, able
to effectively manage resource allocation. This requires the ability to determine how to staff any particular matter (according
to principles of value, which will be discussed later) and when
and to what extent to draw upon external resources. There is
no expectation that the in-house attorney have expertise in all
areas of law, but finding the correct resources and assembling,
directing, and motivating the right team is a critical skill. As
part of this, in order to build the best teams, ensure exceptional results, and get the most out of the team members, the
team that is put together needs to be diverse and inclusive. So
in-house attorneys need to understand the benefits of diversity
and how to leverage it. To the extent external resources are used
the in-house attorney will be expected to select law firms and
manage them in cases where the cost is millions of dollars.
Before examining how in-house lawyers can gain the preparation they need to master each of these skills, it is first important
to understand how the in-house counsel role has evolved into
what it is today.

Evolution of the Role of In-House Counsel
The existence of the in-house counsel is relatively new. Its origins date back only slightly more than 100 years. Over even this
brief period of time, the role has evolved and experienced times
of both high and low regard. Today’s general counsel and the
in-house team are prominent and well-respected figures, and
the history of the change in the esteem and responsibilities of
the roles is relevant to understanding the training requirements
of today’s in-house counsel.
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The general counsel of the first three decades of the 20th
century was well regarded and intimately involved in both the
business and legal ventures of a company, often working side by
side with the company CEO, who during this period was likely
to have also been trained as a lawyer. This turn-of-the-century
general counsel was well paid and held in high esteem. The general counsel may have also acted as the company secretary and
one or two additional lawyers might have been on the general
counsel’s team, but large in-house departments did not exist.
With the rise of the large law firm in the early 1940s, however,
came a decline in the general counsel’s status and that of the inhouse legal team. Firms successfully argued to company CEOs
that professional independence was a valuable attribute only
firms could deliver. The CEOs of this era — largely businessmen with backgrounds in marketing and finance — agreed,
and turned over the majority of their high-stakes legal work to
outside counsel. This transition had two consequences.

With the rise of the large law firm in
the early 1940s, however, came a
decline in the general counsel’s status
and that of the in-house legal team.
First, the role of general counsel became well suited to partners
from big firms who weren’t making the grade at their firms
or were on their way to retirement — thus diminishing the
prestige associated with the role. The revised responsibilities of the general counsel now included supervision of only
mundane or routine company business and being a liaison
(not supervisor) in regard to the relationship between the CEO
and outside counsel, and business leaders often would directly
retain outside counsel. Firms, on the other hand, were growing
in size (this era was marked by the birth of the mega-firm) and
had developed recruiting systems that allowed them to hire
the brightest young talent in droves. The size of these associate
classes and their impressive résumés allowed law firm partners
to assure companies that their matters were being handled by
the very best.

Second, partners at outside firms became well versed in the
business of the company, often attending board meetings and
other meetings of executives. These partners, today sometimes
called “relationship partners,” became so well versed in the
matters of the company that moving matters to another firm
was prohibitively costly for companies. Well aware of this
dynamic, law firms continued to raise their rates until ultimately companies could (or would) no longer bear the costs. In
fact, even today, in-house billing rates (the amount necessary
to cover the in-house budget, excluding external resources)
generally run at less than a half to a third of the rates of the
external counsel retained. Thus, in the face of these rising costs,
general counsel began building in-house law firms that looked
and functioned like large law firms and pulling back work from
their outside counsel. This did result in significant cost savings
and allowed the position of general counsel to once again take
on a level of importance in the company as the leader of a large
team and the go-to authority on all legal matters.
Over time, this large in-house law firm model lost some of its
luster, since corporations still found value in going to outside
law firms for portions of their work where specialized, in-depth
legal expertise was needed. Not only could companies not employ
lawyers possessing every possible area of legal expertise, but
they also could not have attorneys in all jurisdictions in which
they were needed. At the same time, it became clear that with their
multiple clients, law firms simply had perspectives on certain issues that an in-house attorney (or department) could not have.
Thus, to efficiently and effectively add the maximum benefit to
their clients, today’s in-house legal department has developed
a balance whereby value is added by in-house lawyers when
an understanding of the enterprise business and strategy is
required and the business-minded in-house lawyer can bring
that specific expertise and value to the table. Also, where a
particular area of practice becomes routine for the company,
an in-house lawyer can often handle it more efficiently than
outside counsel (often relying on the contributions of in-house
non-attorney paraprofessionals). A well-run in-house department relies on a mix of resources with 60% or more of their
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legal spend generally being internal. Assuming external costs
are double internal cost on an hourly basis, this means that
more than 75% of the legal work is generally being done internally. But value is also added by outside counsel on matters that
require in-depth legal expertise and a level of expertise that can
only be developed by outside counsel’s work with many clients.
As the most senior leader of a large in-house team, manager of
larger numbers of outside counsel relationships, active practitioner, and creative strategic partner, today’s general counsel
and in-house attorneys are highly qualified and competent.
They also enjoy a position of prestige and authority within the
company. The legal department has grown, as has the range of
issues it handles and the control it exercises over relationships
with outside counsel. Today’s general counsel also has a wide
range of additional responsibilities and is often considered a
“C-suite” executive, working side by side with a company’s
most senior executives. Notably, today’s general counsel often
has responsibilities for non-legal functions, sometimes including government relations, compliance, public relations, human
resources, diversity, and other staff functions. While the role
of general counsel is financially rewarding, it is not without
significant challenges, many of which trickle down to the inhouse lawyers.

One Innovative Training Solution
Based upon the current best structure for providing legal
support for an enterprise and the individual skills necessary to
be effective in this structure, the responsibilities of a general
counsel — and resulting responsibilities of in-house counsel
generally — can be broken into the following categories:
• A thorough understanding of general business principles and
their relationship to legal issues;
• A deep understanding of the company’s business and
strategy and their relationship to legal issues;
• The ability to think and function as a part of a team
composed of non-lawyers;
• The ability to understand and be comfortable with risk, and

•
•

•
•

•

the ability to communicate in writing and orally effectively in
plain English;
Strategic thinking in areas of law or changes in the law that
may have an impact on the company;
The use of the law creatively to advance the company’s
business objectives or proactively changing the law to better
position the company competitively;
Objectivity and judgment;
Ability to recruit, hire, motivate, and develop a first-class
diverse legal team that is engaged and embodies a culture of
ethics and integrity; and
Efficient resource selection, allocation, and management.

Unfortunately, as stated previously, no formal training for these
skills is widely available in either law school or private practice.
Thus, most of the skills required to be effective in-house tend
to be learned on the job — from the general counsel or legal
department — through interaction with the client or industry
groups, or through formal MBA programs. The challenge with
the on-the-job training approach is that an in-house attorney
who does not have the opportunity to interact with other
high-performing in-house teams or have access to best practice
approaches and recommendations may be limited in the development of critical skills, especially where the general counsel
has limited proficiency in training their team. There is no
“general counsel school,” so most general counsel have learned
what they know thorough experience, possibly augmented by
interactions with peers, various organizations, programs, or
readings. And, a non-legal astute board or CEO may have hired
as their general counsel the account partner at a law firm on
the mistaken belief that based upon their prior interactions, the
general counsel will have the requisite skills and expertise to
train their in-house team.
There is, however, now one innovative program that is attempting to address this training deficiency and that offers to
attendees — both law students and junior in-house lawyers —
the opportunity to understand and begin to develop these key
in-house lawyer skill sets.
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Under the innovative leadership of Dean Phil Weiser, the
University of Colorado Law School began offering the Corporate Counsel Intensive Institute in 2013. When first developed,
it was a class offered to law students with a focus on business
strategy, creating legal strategies, leadership skills, elements
of judgment, work allocation, outside counsel management
generally, and team structure. Now heading into its fourth year,
the program is open both to law students at the University of
Colorado and to in-house practitioners.

Under the innovative leadership of Dean
Phil Weiser, the University of Colorado
Law School began offering the Corporate
Counsel Intensive Institute in 2013.
The program runs the first full week of January, five days, three
hours a day, with extensive reading and preparation for each
class required (approximately two to three hours for each hour
in the classroom) and a graded final exam. The final exam
uses fact scenarios faced by in-house attorneys based upon the
learning in the class.
The first two years the program was taught by one general
counsel, with guest general counsel coming in for a day. In
order to ensure the students were not just hearing one point of
view, the faculty was augmented last year and now consists entirely of general counsels chosen for their thought leadership on
how best to add value as in-house attorneys. In the most recent
year, the program featured general counsels from Prudential,
Verizon, DaVita, Clorox, Cisco, and MassMutual.
The teaching approach is designed to emulate the daily issues
and challenges faced by in-house counsel. Case studies, not the
cases used in law school but business school-type case studies,
are used to cover each area of focus. In addition to case studies, the reading material for each day is selected by the general
counsels to create a foundation for what they plan to cover.
Over the years, each of the general counsel has identified material that they have found beneficial to share with their in-house

teams; they now share this material with attendees in a rather
extensive overall syllabus.
Interspersed within the cases discussed are more traditional
lectures. But these are really not as much traditional lectures as
the general counsel providing examples (“war stories” of victories and defeats) and their insights and experience. All sessions
are highly interactive. This teaching approach not only delivers
substantive learning but also allows attendees to work together
to exercise their judgment. Some may argue judgment cannot
be taught, but the factors that go into a good decision can be
taught, and then practiced. This decision-making practice is
emphasized in the daily classes. The program is not like the
typical CLE where attendees can sit in the back row and attend
to email. It requires active preparation and participation.

Conclusion
The position of in-house counsel is an attractive career path for
lawyers who have an entrepreneurial spirit and value collaborative, diverse, and inclusive work environments. The position
offers opportunities to exercise one’s legal skills while simultaneously being immersed in decisions on business strategy and
creativity. For some, the absence of a billable hour requirement
and the opportunity to be more deeply involved in a particular
industry is a draw.
Whatever the draw, as general counsel roles become more expansive, encompassing responsibility for functions beyond the
legal realm, the opportunities for lawyers to explore legal and
non-legal career paths within corporations grow. No longer are
the in-house roles relegated to attorneys who could not make it
in law firms or those looking to retire on the job. They are now
demanding and difficult positions that require skills different
from their external counsel. However, as these opportunities
and challenges grow, so do the requirements for entry, and
lawyers interested in these career paths must be ready to master
new and evolving skills.
NALP data indicate that a small but rising number of law
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graduates are going directly into business (as opposed to legal
practice) and anecdotal evidence suggests that a small number of recent law graduates are going directly into in-house
practice. For example, companies such as Hewlett Packard,
Procter & Gamble, DaVita, DISH Networks, and Intrawest now
hire in-house attorneys directly out of law school. Leadership
Council on Legal Diversity (LCLD) data suggest that among
mid-career lawyers, a move to in-house practice is the most
common transition lawyers in private practice make. This — in
combination with the growth of in-house legal departments
and data that indicate that these roles are more family-friendly
and more attractive to diverse lawyers — is evidence that the
unique training needs of in-house roles should no longer be
ignored by the legal academy or law firms.
Law schools might consider adding courses to their curricula
that focus on business school topics or partnering with their
business schools to offer business courses to law students. The
University of Colorado has a Tech Lawyer Accelerator program
where students go through a month-long boot camp learning
business and technology industry fundamentals before working
in-house for a summer. These in-house positions range from
ten weeks to seven months with a few tech companies, including Cisco. In addition, some might also consider a curriculum
that includes something similar to the Colorado institute.
Schools might also expand their clinical offerings to encompass practical work opportunities that mirror in-house legal
department training needs. Schools and corporations could
and should also grow the internship and externship opportunities available to students to include in-house legal positions or
true business-oriented positions (perhaps in collaboration with
business school career services offices).
Law firms can clearly anticipate that a notable number of their
lawyers will make the transition to in-house practice. It is no
secret that attrition is built into the law firm model, but law
firms have yet to widely embrace the opportunity that this
transition presents. As noted previously, large law firms are
the prime recruiting ground for in-house legal departments,
and in anticipation of these transitions law firms could do

more both to prepare their lawyers for in-house practice and to
subsequently capitalize on the relationships with their alumni.
Accounting firms for years have leveraged this approach to
“embed” accountants into their clients with the view they will
provide opportunities back to the firm. Law firms should not
lament the loss of lawyers to in-house practice; rather, if they
have developed the lawyers well and the lawyers have valued those
with whom they worked at the firm, these departures should be
viewed as one of the best ways to conduct business development. Thus, law firms might consider offering in-house lawyer
training programs, possibly in conjunction with their clients,
for associates who are interested in pursuing this career track.

Accounting firms for years have leveraged
this approach to “embed” accountants
into their clients with the view they will
provide opportunities back to the firm.
At most firms today, associates who are interested in pursuing
this career path believe that disclosing their intent may doom
their relationship with their firm — or at the least cause their
relationships within the firm to become very strained. But
firms stand to gain significantly through the move of a lawyer,
whether partner or associate, to an in-house position. Creating
an environment that allows lawyers to express an interest in
in-house practice and then properly training these lawyers for
the transition creates goodwill for the firm both in the mind
of the individual lawyer and with the company to which that
lawyer moves. Partnerships with schools to offer this training
could be a viable model. In the alternative, firms might look to
partner directly with general counsel from client organizations
to create a training pipeline. Not only would this help to build
strong firm alumni relationships (and loyalty), but it could have
positive implications for firm/client relationships.
There is no question that everything about the legal profession is being called into question — including the efficacy of
our legal academy and the model of career progression. At the
same time, the new generation of lawyers in the workplace is
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more apt to demand a better work/life balance, more flexibility
in their academic choices, and a more transparent conversation about career trajectory. The millennial generation is
accustomed to helicopter parents and clearly outlined “rules
of engagement” for advancement in academics and extracurricular environments — possibly creating the perfect opportunity for law firms to rethink their existing harsh up-or-out
models of advancement and their somewhat mystical (if only
non-transparent) requirements for success within their firms.
Meanwhile, these same millennials, born to parents who
emphasize flexibility, sharing, collaboration, and inclusion, are
increasingly disenchanted with the isolation they experience
in the legal education system and in private practice, making
now an ideal time to implement more collegial, team-oriented
training systems.
In the turmoil of these changes lies a perfect opportunity to
innovate — if only lawyers were trained to do that! Perhaps PD
professionals can lead the way.
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News and Press Clips
New Free Report Explores New Law Models
and Their Implications for Big Law
Disruptive Innovation: New Models of Legal Practice — a
114-page report written by Joan C. Williams, Aaron Platt, and
Jessica Lee and released by WorkLifeLaw at UC Hastings College of the Law in late August — offers fascinating reading on
numerous levels.
Writing about the report in an article entitled “Law Firms’
Grueling Hours Are Turning Defectors into Competitors”
(Harvard Business Review, August 25, 2015), Joan C. Williams
raises one of the report’s important points. “New Law,” she asserts, “is filled with Big Law refugees, who’re siphoning off the
work Big Law used to rely on to balance its books.” Williams
goes on to say, “This isn’t small potatoes.” Axiom, she notes, is
now one of the largest providers of legal services in the country,
boasting over half the Fortune 100 as clients. And while Axiom
is larger than most new models of legal practice, it is, as Williams says, “hardly the only one nipping at Big Law’s heels.”
Not surprisingly considering its source, work/life balance is
a major theme of the full Disruptive Innovation report — but
hardly the only reason to read the report. The report is, in fact,
an attempt at a comprehensive review of a wide variety of new
businesses that have arisen in recent years — from some that
are quite small to others that employ thousands of lawyers.
The report identifies and addresses five distinct kinds of new
models of legal practice:
• Secondment firms that place lawyers in house, typically to
work at a client site either on a temporary basis or part-time
(usually a few days a week).
• Law and business advice companies that combine legal
advice with general business advice of the type traditionally
provided by management consulting firms, and/or that help
clients with investment banking as well as legal needs.

• Law firm accordion companies that assemble networks of
curated lawyers available to enable law firms to “accordion
up” to meet short-term staffing needs.
• Virtual law firms and companies that typically drive down
overhead by having attorneys work from their own homes
— and again dispense with a guaranteed salary, allowing
lawyers to work as little or as much as they wish.
• Innovative law firms and companies that include a wide
variety of business models. One of the most innovative cited
is a company with a new monetization model — providing
legal services in return for a monthly subscription fee — but
other innovative law firms and companies have changed
other key elements of the traditional law firm model.
Within each of these new model types, the report profiles
specific firms and companies, offering comments on the roles
lawyers play in each, practice areas, and more.
For law firm PD professionals, the Disruptive Innovation report
raises questions not only about the changing legal market but
also about the role of lawyer PD in “New Law.” For law school
PD professionals, the report provides a rich exploration of the
changing opportunities for law graduates.

Gender and Racial Gaps Continue in
Corporate America
Corporate Counsel and The Wall Street Journal recently reported
that new findings from LeanIn.org and McKinsey & Co. demonstrate that women are still underrepresented at every level in
the corporate pipeline in the U.S. The new data from McKinsey
& Co. and LeanIn.org also show that black, Hispanic, and Asian
women harbor leadership ambitions — for a promotion or a top
executive role — to an even greater extent than white women.
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The survey found that 73% of white women said they would like
to be promoted compared with 76% of white men. Meanwhile,
85% of black women, 79% of Hispanic women, and 85% of
Asian women said they would like to be promoted, as did 84%
of black men, 81% of Hispanic men, and 87% of Asian men.
Women of color also said they would like to one day be a top
executive at higher rates than white women and white men, but
trailed men of their respective cohorts. The report suggests that
the strong ambition expressed by black women in particular
isn’t being adequately cultivated by their senior management
through such means as mentoring. Nearly half of black women
surveyed said they haven’t received senior-level support in
advancing their career, compared with about a third of white,
Asian, and Hispanic women.

Class of 2014 Offers Insights on the Legal
Employment Market

Despite finding that women are still less likely to advance in
corporate America, the new survey found that women, on
average, are not leaving their organizations at higher rates than
men. In fact, women, on average, leave their organizations at
the same or lower rates as men, and women in the C-suite are
about half as likely to leave as their male counterparts.

Not surprisingly, the report documents that fewer graduates
are being hired by large law firms than was once the case. In
fact, as of March 15, 2015 (the employment outcomes reporting date for both NALP and the ABA), just over half (50.9%) of
employed graduates from the Class of 2014 had obtained jobs
in private practice. Although there has been some recovery in
this figure since the percentage of jobs in firms dropped to a
historic low of 45.9% for the Class of 2011, there has not been
close to a return to the 55.9% figure reported for the Class of
2009. And, of the jobs taken in law firms by the Class of 2014,
41.3% were in very small firms of 1-10 lawyers (including jobs
working for a solo practitioner). In contrast, just over 21% of
jobs in law firms were taken in the largest firms of more than
500 lawyers — a figure that is up very slightly from the previous
year but still lower than the figure of almost 26% for the Class
of 2009. Another telling figure for large law firm hiring is that
just over 14% of the jobs obtained by Class of 2014 graduates
were obtained through the fall OCI process — one of the lowest
figures recorded in the 21 years NALP has been tracking job
source information.

In addition to finding that fewer women hold positions that
lead to the C-suite, the survey found that women see their
workplaces skewed in favor of men. Compared with men,
women report, for instance, that they are consulted less often
on important decisions, and they are almost three times more
likely than men to say they have personally missed out on an
assignment, promotion, or raise because of their gender.
The report concludes with suggestions for leveling the playing
field, including a short “gender bias primer” from LeanIn.org
and a manager’s checklist for creating a level playing field by
making sure women have access to the same opportunities as
men — and through such means as mentoring and sponsorship
programs that have the support of senior-level male managers.
The full report from McKinsey & Co. and LeanIn.org, entitled
“Women in the Workplace — 2015,” is available online as a
PDF.

In October, NALP released a comprehensive research report entitled Jobs & JDs: Employment and Salaries of New Law Graduates — Class of 2014. In an age when most research is based
on small samples, this research report is based on information
submitted by 197 ABA-accredited law schools reporting on the
employment status of over 96% of the graduates of the Class of
2014. This is also the 41st year in which NALP has conducted
its annual survey of law graduates. On the macro level, the research analyses included in the report provide a comprehensive
overview of the U.S. entry-level legal employment market that
offers insights to lawyer PD professionals as well as recruiters.

While these findings likely mirror what PD professionals are
seeing at their firms, the research analyses do nevertheless
provide a backdrop for further reflection about how law firm
training needs are changing as entry-level associate class sizes
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are shrinking — not only in terms of training entry-level
lawyers but also of training greater numbers of mid-level lateral
associates.
Overall, for the first time since 2007 and the onset of the Great
Recession, the employment rate for the Class of 2014 rose —
from 84.5% for the Class of 2013 to 86.7% for the Class of 2014.
This finding comes, however, with numerous caveats. Most
significantly, employment information for previous classes was
collected as of February 15 following their graduation year (approximately nine months after a typical May graduation); with
the Class of 2014 the ABA, and thus NALP, began collecting
information as of March 15 (typically ten months after graduation). Findings for the Class of 2014 are thus not directly comparable to previous classes. In addition, the Class of 2014 was
substantially smaller than the class that preceded it. Despite the
overall rate of employment going up, the Class of 2014 actually
obtained fewer jobs than the preceding class.
Employment findings based on graduate demographics also
have implications for PD professionals who become involved

in their firms’ diversity and inclusion efforts. For instance,
employment in private practice for employed minorities as a
whole was 49% for the Class of 2014, compared with 51.4% for
employed non-minorities. African-American/Black graduates
were least likely to go into private practice and most likely,
along with Hispanic and Native American graduates, to accept
public interest jobs. In addition, for the Class of 2014, 52.6%
of employed men took jobs in private practice compared with
49.0% of women. Looking at race and gender together confirms
that minority women are least likely to take jobs in private
practice, and non-minority men are most likely to do so.
These are only a few of the findings presented in Jobs & JDs,
which also includes extensive information on employment
and salaries by city and state; analyses of other categories of
employment beyond private practice; and additional findings
related to graduate demographics. A PDF outlining Class of 2014
Selected Findings can be found at www.nalp.org/classof2014.
The full Jobs & JDs report for the Class of 2014 can be purchased
from the NALP Bookstore at www.nalp.org/bookstore.
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Conference
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